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TOP 3 ESSENTIAL OIL THYROID SUPPORTS
It's so hard to come up with a top 3. These are my can't-do-withouts....

Basic Thyroid Support1.

2. Daily Peace & Calm
 

10 drops

5 drops

5 drops

Add to jojoba or
other carrier oil. This

is the bottle I've
used. 85ml.

This is the blend I started with. Adding these oils to my jojoba oil I use on my face and over
my thyroid. You can add other oils too eg Salubelle, Blue Tansy or Yarrow Pom. Adding to
your facial oil builds it easily into your daily routine. You could add to a roller bottle but I like
it in my facial oil as it's one less thing I need to think of. 

My favourite doTERRA essential oils for when I'm feeling stressed are Balance, Neroli and
Peace. A drop on my hands, rubbed together & cupped over my mouth and nose and
breathe in deeply. 
 
Here is a favourite blend of mine to put in the diffuser when I need to calm down. 

4 drops

2 drops

I love tree oils +
citrus oils in the

diffuser. So many
options.
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3. Sleep Routine

 

5 drops

3 drops

3 drops

Add to 30 ml glass
spray bottle + top with

water. Shake and
spritz on bedding, PJ's

& around the
bedroom.

A good night's sleep is critical for thyroid health. It's common for those with thyroid issues
to have difficulty falling asleep or having a good night's sleep. Here are 2 ideas to help with
your nightly sleep routine. 

After a shower at night I squeeze some of the doTERRA unscented hand & body lotion (or
the body butter in winter when my skin is dryer) and add a drop each of Clary Sage and
Vetiver and them run all over my body. If pregnant replace Clary Sage with
something like Lavender or Cedarwood. 

1 drop

1 drop

Add to unscented
body lotion and rub

over your body! 

3 drops

SLEEP SPRAY 

BODY LOTION


